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Abstract: Employee engagement has become a critical issue in Japanese companies. One way to
develop it is to improve the relationship among employees through gratitude expressions. In the
post-COVID-19 remote work environment, digital devices are essential. This paper confirms that
expressions of gratitude delivered via digital devices enhance the relationship between employees.
We experimented in a small-town government office where participants (n = 88) were asked to (1) use
the Thanks App, an app we developed to express gratitude, for two months and (2) respond to an
engagement survey we developed before and after the experimental period. Through cross-analysis
of the data from the app and questionnaire, we found that the “trust in colleagues” factor had a strong
correlation (r = 0.80, p < 0.001) with our new index computed by the app’s data. The results suggest
that the use of the Thanks App may help visualize the trust relationship among teams. This study has
a practical value in providing a new team management tool for visualizing team trust. In addition, it
provides a new research method for emotional and social psychology using digital devices.

Keywords: gratitude; employee engagement; trust; smartphone application

1. Introduction

Since Gallup’s State of the Global Workplace Report 2017 pointed out that employee
engagement in Japan is far lower than in other countries, employee engagement has been
a critical issue for Japanese companies. In the recently released 2021 edition of the same
report, the employee engagement score in Japan worsened by one point. As a result, Japan
ranked last out of 141 countries, along with Italy and Algeria.

Last year, the COVID-19 pandemic forced Japanese employees to resort to telework.
Telework made it apparent that there are challenges in building trust, employee engagement,
or well-being in the work environment without face-to-face communications. Therefore,
building trust, employee engagement, or well-being in online work became tangible problems.

Our research on corporate and governmental employee engagement has been ongoing
in Japan since 2015. In preliminary studies, we observed two results related to employee
engagement. First, per our company survey in 2015, we found that gratitude correlated with
supervisor and colleague support, factors that are closely related to employee engagement.
Second, in a 2017 questionnaire, we found that 43% of ordinary Japanese people hesitate to
feel and express gratitude. From these results, we hypothesize that employees feel gratitude
and increased engagement from increased trust and support from colleagues and supervisors.

Recently, gratitude research has studied the social function of gratitude [1–4]. So,
far, gratitude research has studied gratitude traits and emotions for individuals and the
relationship among two people. In contrast, social gratitude studies examine the functions
and effects of gratitude in groups of three or more people.

From the Job-Demands and Resources (JD-R) model on work engagement studies, one
of the factors affecting work engagement was support from supervisors and colleagues. It is
the degree to which you expect your supervisor or colleagues to support you when you ask
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for help. In other words, it means to trust. Meanwhile, according to the “find-remind-and-
bind” theory on gratitude studies, expressing gratitude establishes a positive one-on-one
relationship. Therefore, one can hypothesize that expressions of gratitude increase work
engagement by improving relationships with supervisors and colleagues and increasing
expectations for their support.

This study targets private companies or government offices in Japan because Gallup
reports that employee engagement in Japan is among the lowest globally.

In addition, we want to conduct gratitude interventions using digital devices for three
reasons. First, remote work is expected to become the norm in Japanese companies in the
post-COVID-19 era. It will become challenging to express gratitude verbally in a remote
work environment making digital devices even more essential. Second, previous gratitude
studies have rarely used digital devices for intervention. Therefore, the effectiveness of
gratitude through digital devices is not known and needs to be studied. Third, Japanese
people, 43% of whom are unappreciative, need more ways to express their gratitude easily.
Therefore, we need apps that allow people to express gratitude easily, anytime, anywhere,
through digital devices.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual model built from the above theories. We would like to
replace the gratitude intervention in this model with a gratitude intervention using digital
devices. The purpose of this paper is to confirm that data on the expression of gratitude
using digital devices are related to the relationship with supervisors and colleagues as a
preparatory step or testing the intervention effect.

Figure 1. A conceptual model based on previous studies and the target of our study.

In the next section, we review previous research on the psychology of gratitude and
work engagement. The third section is a description of our experiment. We describe the
experimental methodology and the instruments used in our experiment. In the fourth
section, we show the results of our experiment. We will conduct three analyses using the
survey data, the digital data on gratitude, and both data together. In the fifth section, we
discuss the gratitude using digital devices and the elements of engagement. We discuss the
relation between the findings of this experiment and open innovation in the sixth section.
Finally, we conclude this paper in the seventh section, and we mention the limitations of
this study in the final section.

2. Literature Review

Recently, the social function of gratitude has been studied. Algoe et al. confirmed
that gratitude behavior affects the people who witness it [1]. Makri et al. investigated
the experience of gratitude in online communities and proposed a process model of social
gratitude: the gratitude cycle [2]. Masaki et al. confirmed the impact of collective gratitude on
affective commitment in organizations [3]. Sciara et al. confirmed that witnessing gratitude
on social networking services (SNS) only partially enhances subjective well-being [4].
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The gratitude study was started by McCullough in positive psychology [5]. McCul-
lough et al. developed a questionnaire, the Gratitude Questionnaire-6 (GQ-6), to measure
gratitude characteristics in an individual [6] and confirmed, using the questionnaire, that grati-
tude was related to subjective well-being [7]. All other questionnaires, including the Gratitude
Adjective Checklist (GAC) [6], the Gratitude Resentment and Appreciation Test (GRAT) [8], and
the Appreciation Scale [9], were developed by psychologists. Recently, a workplace-specific
measure of gratitude, the Gratitude at Work Scale (GAWS), was developed [10,11].

Psychologists have identified four factors that inspire gratitude [12–15]: the value of
benefits, the cost of helpers, the helper’s intention, and the obligation to assist. In contrast,
Kuranaga and Higuchi found that the “naturalness of the situation” suppresses the gratitude
of the Japanese people in their psychological studies [16]. Psychologists also confirmed the
effect of gratitude on emotion. Bartlett and DeSteno showed that a grateful person behaves
with prosocial behavior [17]. Grant and Gino showed that an appreciated person also behaves
with prosocial behavior [18]. Lee et al. confirmed the relationship between receiving gratitude
and proactive and reactive helping at work [19]. Many other psychologists confirmed the
relation between gratitude and long-term well-being [5,9,20–22].

In psychology, researchers studied interventions using gratitude methods. Meaningful
gratitude intervention methods include gratitude list, gratitude journal, three good things,
and gratitude letter. Emmons and McCullough confirmed that the participants of their
experiment using the gratitude list method increased appraisal of well-being and physical
condition [23]. In a gratitude letter experiment, Seligman et al. confirmed that partici-
pants decreased depression and increased well-being [24]. Alternatively, Browning et al.
confirmed the difficulty of the gratitude letter intervention because participants rarely
wrote gratitude letters [25]. Algoe suggested the “find-remind-and-bind” theory, which
demonstrated the effect of gratitude on strengthening relationships via her intervention
studies [26]. O’Connell et al. [27] confirmed that intervention using a gratitude journal
that is reflective, behavioral, and interpersonal improved emotional balance. Renshaw and
Hindman [28] experimented with an intervention using instant communication technology
instead of a gratitude letter. Moreover, they designed an intervention called brief grateful
thinking and conducted a study [29]. Heckendorf et al. [30] confirmed that an Internet-
and app-based gratitude intervention is effective for anxiety and depression. Furthermore,
Klibert et al. [31] confirmed the effect of gratitude on maintaining positive emotions gener-
ated by positive experiences. Alternatively, placebo effects were attributed to interventions
utilizing gratitude [32], which have been reported to exert little effect on anxiety and de-
pression as well [33]. Dickens [34] reported that the effects of gratitude interventions are
overemphasized. According to a review by van Agteren et al. [35], interventions based
on mindfulness-based multifactorial positive psychology are effective instead of gratitude
interventions alone. In neuroscience, Zack found that oxytocin is secreted in the brain
when one feels gratitude and forms trust between people [36]. Algoe stated that oxytocin
research is also useful in psychology [37].

According to the “find-remind-and-bind” theory, gratitude strengthens relationships
between individuals in general. It is easy to expand this theory and apply it to employees.
On the other hand, organizational culture is one of the most critical elements of employee
relationships. Therefore, gratitude contributes to the organization and organizational cul-
ture [38]. Many researchers indicated the importance of organization or organizational
culture on open innovation. The study of Kim and Choi confirmed that the intensity of or-
ganizational change moderates the relationship between the investment in human resource
development and the perception of organizational innovation [39]. Srisathan et al. [40]
found that organizational culture contributes to open innovation management through the
mediating role of organizational sustainability. Naqshbandi et al. [41,42] confirmed that
hierarchical organizational culture is negatively related to open innovation but positively
related to learning culture. Lastly, Yun et al. [43] proposed organizational entrepreneurship
as a culture that controls the dynamic process of open innovation.
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Work engagement is the opposite concept of burnout, defined by Schaufeli et al. [44]
as “a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedi-
cation, and absorption.” According to the definition, work engagement comprises three
dimensions: vigor, dedication, and absorption. Concurrently, Schaufeli et al. [44–46]
developed the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES), a measurement scale for work
engagement. The UWES was translated into many languages and used for international
comparisons [47,48]. According to Knight et al.’s study [49], 40 interventions for work
engagement were tried. Recently, Komase et al. [50–52] reported an association between
perceived gratitude and work engagement.

The JD-R model [53] is a model of the factors and outcomes of burnout and work
engagement. The JD-R model divides multiple factors into two groups: job demands and
job resources, where demands are mainly stressors such as workloads and lack of time,
and resources are the support factors such as learning and promotion opportunities and
support from superiors and colleagues. Several JD-R model studies [53–61] support that
job demands do not directly contribute to work engagement. Therefore, the only way to
improve work engagement is to improve job resources.

Similar concepts to work engagement are job involvement and organizational commit-
ment. Job involvement refers to “the degree to which a person is identified psychologically
with his work” [62] and represents the degree to which one is absorbed in one’s work. It
implies that a state of high job involvement is working at the expense of life. In addition,
Mowday et al. [63] explain the definition of organizational commitment as the degree of pas-
sive loyalty and willingness to devote to the company. It means that increasing organizational
commitment requires employees to sacrifice their personal lives to serve the company.

This work style may be possible temporarily but not in the long term. If this work
style continues, it gradually makes the worker a workaholic and increases the possibility of
burnout syndrome. Consequently, companies that enforce this work style increase the risk
that workers will not perform to their full potential or will leave the company. Therefore, it
is necessary to focus on engagement, the opposite concept of burnout.

However, Allen and Meyer [64] divided organizational commitment into three cate-
gories: affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment. The
affective commitment represents positive feelings toward the organization and is confirmed
to be related to gratitude and engagement in studies of the JD-R model [53–61], Saks [65],
Masaki et al. [3], and more. The continuance commitment and the normative commitment
represent loyalty and obedience to the organization and are not used as organizational
commitment in these studies.

3. Experimental Methods and Instruments

In 2018, we experimented with a division of a company in the same setting as this study
to confirm the relationship between gratitude data and factors of engagement. However,
the experiment did not yield quantitative results.

There are three reasons for this. First, there were only five teams in the targeted
division. To examine the relationship between good team relations and gratitude, we
collected the gratitude data on a team basis. Therefore, the sample size is the number of
teams, not the number of people. We did not obtain any quantitative results from our five
samples. We concluded that we need at least 10 teams. Second, staff members feel guilty
about using their private smartphones during work in the Japanese workplace. Therefore,
the teams with strict norms rarely used our prototype app. It led us to conclude that we
need to formalize its use by either having all staff members own official smartphones or
lending all staff members experimental smartphones. Third, there was a low need for
appreciation in the sales team. Salespeople in the target division were individually very
active and rarely had the opportunity to thank their colleagues. It led us to believe that it
would be better to choose an organization with mainly back-office operations.
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Further, we learned that staff motivation is an issue from our interviews with several
local governments. Staff members were told only to demand or blame their residents, even
if they contributed to them. Therefore, the local governments wanted to motivate their staff
members by having them express their appreciation to each other.

In addition, we thought that the local government offices, which have many back-
office works, would be suitable for our experiment. However, many local government
offices in Japan prohibit the use of staff’s own smartphones at work. Therefore, we needed
to lend out many smartphones for our experiment. We set the number of participants to be
less than 100 to reduce the cost of renting out the smartphones. Nevertheless, we needed
more than 10 teams to obtain quantitative results.

Based on the above conditions, we searched for a small-town hall with less than
100 staff members and more than 10 teams. As a result, the town office of Miyake Town in
Nara Prefecture agreed to cooperate in 2019.

3.1. Recruiting

In the government office, 98 full-time staff members worked in 15 teams. We recruited
participants from these staff through the information systems department in the government
office. Consequently, 88 people participated in our experiment under an agreement.

This town government office has a large number of staff members in the age range
30–50s (75% of the total office) and a small number in their 20s (about 10%). Specifically,
most of the employees in their 40s and above have been with the office for more than
20 years. This fact leads us to expect little change in human relations.

In addition, there are several specialized teams such as childcare, civil engineering,
education, nursing care, and insurance. There is less staff turnover in these specialized
teams due to the need for specialized knowledge and experience. Therefore, we believe
that relationships are closer in the specialized teams.

3.2. Equipment and Process

For our experiment, we provided the participants with our engagement questionnaire,
smartphones, and the “Thanks App,” the smartphone gratitude application. The partici-
pants responded to the questionnaire before and after the experiment. In the experiment,
the participants used the “Thanks App” for two months.

The details of the experimental process are as follows.
First, we obtained permission from the town mayor to conduct our experiment. Then,

we posted the invitation for study participants on the town government office’s information
system. After the participants were confirmed, we rented iPhones from a rental company
for a fee. We installed the Thanks App on all the rented iPhones and created an account for
each participant. We prepared dummy e-mail addresses required for the accounts.

We prepared explanatory materials and consent forms for the experiment. We went to
each participant with these materials and asked them to sign the consent form. We handed
out iPhones, with the Thanks App installed, only to those participants who signed the
consent form. On the iPhone, the website for answering the engagement questionnaire was
already open. We asked them to answer the questionnaire on the spot.

One month after the experiment commenced, we made an interim report to the town’s
mayor through a contact person. During the two months of the trial, we did not specifically
intervene with the participants. One week before the end of the experiment, we sent
out a request through the contact person for the participants to fill out the engagement
questionnaire again. On the day the experiment ended, we thanked each participant and
collected the loaned iPhones one by one. One month later, we reported the results of our
experimental analysis to the mayor through the contact person.
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3.3. Questionnaire

In the experiment, we used the Organizational Engagement Questionnaire (OEQ)
we developed in Japanese. The questionnaire is a 43-question survey that measures the
10 factors listed in Table 1. The questions translated into English are shown in Appendix A.
We discuss the reliability and validity of the questionnaire in Appendix B. The questionnaire
used a seven-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Table 1. The 10 factors in our questionnaire.

Category Factor Description

Engagement Work fulfillment (WF) Near work engagement

Love for organization (LO) Job satisfaction and
organizational commitment

Colleague Teamwork (TW) Role clarity and job responsibilities
Trust in colleagues (TC) Closeness with colleagues

Supervisor Reliable supervisor (RS) Expectations that the supervisor will
protect you from threats

Trust in supervisor (TS) Closeness with a supervisor

System and culture
Autonomy and feedback (AF) A part of job characteristics
Fairness of evaluation (FE) Distributional and procedural justice
Openness in organization (OO) Psychological safety culture

Behavior Recommendation behavior (RB) Recommending your company
to others

3.3.1. Development Process

We designed the questionnaire based on work engagement [44–48] and the JD-R
model [53]. We collected many questions used to confirm the JD-R model in previous
studies [53–61]. Further, we also added the questions for organizational climate (OC)
for Japanese companies [66,67], team development [68], and organizational citizenship
behavior (OCB) [69–71] because the JD-R model did not contain them. We translated all the
English items to Japanese in the collected questions.

We identified 18 factors by exploratory factor analysis using the 1000 responses in
Japanese that we collected through a research company. In the factor analysis, the loadings
of each factor were equal to or greater than 0.5. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of each
factor were equal to or greater than 0.8.

One of the 18 factors was work engagement. However, not all of the other factors may
affect the work engagement factor. Therefore, we computed partial correlations between
the average scores of 18 factors and obtained nine factors with significant correlations to
the work engagement factor. Hence, we contained work engagement and the nine factors
to our initial engagement questionnaire.

Finally, we shortened question items in the initial questionnaire using item-total (I-T)
correlation because it contained many questions. The I-T correlation is the correlation
between a score of one item and an average score of all items. We sorted the question
items in descending order of the I-T correlation. We then calculated the correlation between
the cumulative score of the items with the highest I-T correlation one by one and the
overall score, selecting the question items with the correlation value of 0.95 or higher. We
completed the final questionnaire, which is shortened to 43 items.

3.3.2. Measurement Factors

Work fulfillment (WF) is a factor related to work engagement [44–46]. Shimazu et al.
developed a Japanese version of the Utrecht Work Engagement Survey (UWES-J) [47,48].
Because our use of UWES-J would be for commercial use, we created our own questions.
However, we confirmed the conceptual validity between our items and the items of UWES-J
using confirmatory factor analysis. Similar to UWES, the factor contains three sub-concepts:
vigor, dedication, and absorption.
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Love for organization (LO) integrated some questions from the affective organizational
commitment and job satisfaction survey used in Saks’s study [65]. Saks confirmed that job
engagement and organizational engagement are distinguished in his study. The factor contains
four sub-concepts: meaningfulness, pride, preference, and satisfaction for the organization.

Teamwork (TW) is based on the Team Development Assessment (TDA) in a 4-D
system used at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration [68]. Because there
was no Japanese version of the TDA, we created our own Japanese questions. It originally
comprised eight questions, but three questions remained as a result of shortening. This
factor includes the sub-concepts of interest resolution, work commitment, and role clarity.
Work commitment is a concept near job involvement.

Trust in colleagues (TC) picked up three questions from the rewarding coworker
relations used in May’s study [72]. These questions were also not available in Japanese, so
we translated them. These three questions ask about psychological connection, respect, and
closeness among colleagues.

Reliable supervisors (RS) is based on the second factor, namely, confidence in superiors,
of the OC scale in Japanese developed by S. Miyairi [66]. Our factor RS consisted of
questions such as viewpoint variability, responsibility, policy explanation, and willingness
to try new things.

Trust in supervisors (TS) comprised four questions analytically selected from the
Multidimensional Leader-Member eXchange (LMX-MDM) [73]. We created Japanese trans-
lations of LMX-MDM’s questionnaire because we could not find a standard translation of
LMX-MDM. LMX-MDM has four dimensions: affect, loyalty, contribution, and professional
respect. However, due to the shortened questions, four questions on affect and loyalty
remained in our factor.

Autonomy and feedback (AF) comprised nine questions about job characteristics [65,72,74].
We created Japanese questions because there was no standard translation of job characteristics.
The nine questions include job autonomy, stakeholder expectation, feedback information of
job purpose and job impact, opportunities and actions to learn about the organization’s key
issues, transparency in decision making, opportunities to talk about work-related issues, and
opportunities to participate in decision making.

Fairness of evaluation (FE) is based on the Organizational Justice Scale (OJS) [75]. Our
questionnaire is based on a modified version of the Japanese version of the Organizational
Justice Scale (OJS-J) [76]. The modification was made so that each question could be
answered independently. Organizational justice (OJ) is composed of four dimensions:
procedural justice, distributional justice, interpersonal justice, and information justice.
However, only four questions remained in this questionnaire: two questions on distributive
fairness and two questions on procedural fairness.

Openness in organization (OO) is based on Sekimoto’s [67] OC scale in Japanese.
Sekimoto identified seven factors that characterize the OC of Japanese companies. However,
the factor OO is composed of four questions picked up from the second factor “free and
open-minded” and the fourth factor “flexibility, creativity, and originality” in Sekimoto’s
seven factors. The four questions relate to the context in which true feelings, being yourself,
being different from others, and straight expression are allowed.

Recommendation behavior (RB) is based on the OCB scales [69]. OCB is strongly influ-
enced by culture, and dimensions defined in Japan and the United States vary. Therefore,
there are many types of OCB scales [70,71]. However, for this factor, the organizational
support behaviors in the Japanese version of the OCB scale were mainly selected. The three
selected questions represent the behaviors of recommending your company, preserving
image of your company, and defending your company.

3.4. Thanks App

We developed the Thanks App as a test tool, a simple smartphone application (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Thanks App Interface.

The primary function of the app is to send and receive a gratitude image with a short
comment. The app has 110 images categorized into 11 kinds of positive affections, such
as gratitude, gladness, and praise, and five levels of emotional strength. The user selects
the recipient, chooses an image to express gratitude, writes a comment, and sends it to the
recipient. The user can see the history of the images and the comments they sent and received.

The app can make closed groups to limit the number of recipients in the same group.
In the experiment, we prepared a group that joined all participants. The app can also make
subgroups to distinguish departments or teams. We created subgroups for each team to
make it is easier to find recipients.

The app collects sent and received gratitude data the more often it is used. Gratitude
data includes the sender’s ID, the receiver’s ID, an image ID, the level of emotional strength,
and a comment. The gratitude data are saved in the database.

Using the gratitude data, we can show the social network structure formed by grati-
tude. We named this network “gratitude network.”

4. Results

A total of 88 participants joined in our experiment; 62 respondents (63% males, average
age 49.1 years; 37% females, average age 40.7 years) answered the questionnaire before
using the Thanks App. All participants used the Thanks App for about two months. At
the end of the experiment, 26 respondents answered the original questionnaire anew. We
decided not to use the second set of response data for our analysis because the number of
responses was too small.

We originally planned to analyze and compare the before and after response data.
Since we decided not to use the second response data, we changed the analysis plan to
the following three steps. First, we aggregated the questionnaire data from each team in
each factor. Second, we computed the app sent and received data from each team and
formed network structures. Finally, we calculated the Pearson’s correlations between the
questionnaire data and the app data.
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4.1. Pre-Experiment Engagement Factors

Table 2 shows the average scores of our engagement on 10 factors for each team before
the experiment.

Table 2. Average engagement scores on 10 factors for each team.

Team No.
Respondents Average Scores of the 10 Factors in Our Questionnaire

Male Female Total WF LO TW TC RS TS AF FE OO RB

1 3 0 3 5.243 4.832 5.565 5.333 4.607 4.582 3.966 4.590 4.758 5.173
2 3 4 7 3.745 3.824 4.237 4.677 3.943 4.003 3.969 4.431 5.004 3.752
3 1 4 5 4.843 4.300 5.259 5.609 4.720 5.755 4.539 5.352 6.052 5.147
4 4 1 5 4.240 3.800 4.330 4.339 3.923 4.104 3.801 4.302 4.601 4.182
5 5 1 6 3.210 3.995 3.995 4.511 3.467 4.171 3.857 4.043 4.376 3.727
6 4 3 7 4.904 4.645 5.857 5.867 4.893 5.539 4.623 5.006 6.143 4.813
7 3 2 5 4.489 4.499 5.073 5.135 4.524 4.706 4.518 4.501 4.854 4.747
8 4 2 6 4.241 4.502 4.674 4.775 4.139 4.668 4.002 4.419 4.794 4.542
9 2 0 2 4.395 3.878 5.000 5.011 4.300 4.887 4.501 5.127 4.631 4.448

10 3 1 4 3.768 4.374 4.092 3.907 3.801 3.626 3.949 3.688 3.934 4.131
11 2 0 2 3.605 3.750 4.002 4.337 4.197 3.880 3.834 4.000 4.122 4.000
12 2 5 7 4.837 4.535 5.052 4.724 4.228 4.823 4.335 4.397 5.251 4.638
13 1 0 1 4.270 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.200 4.253 4.004 4.247 4.253 3.629
14 1 0 1 4.952 4.998 6.000 6.000 6.000 4.506 6.000 6.000 6.000 4.727
15 1 0 1 7.000 5.750 4.997 5.631 5.994 5.253 4.887 5.000 5.488 5.629

Total 39 23 62 4.516 4.379 4.809 4.924 4.462 4.584 4.319 4.607 4.951 4.486

The respondents weakly engage the organization because the total scores of all the
factors are between 4.3 and 5.0. The factors with scores higher than 4.9 in total factor
scores are TC and OO. The factors with scores less than 4.4 are LO and AF. These results
indicate the job characteristics of small government offices. The before data shows that
everyone knows each other and that opinions are freely expressed in a small office. The
after data indicates that there is a lot of routine work and little feedback from participants
in government work.

However, the scores of engagement factors differ from team to team. The staff in teams
3, 6, 14, and 15 are somewhat more strongly engaged because the scores of some factors are
higher than 5.5. However, teams 14 and 15 only had one respondent; therefore, it should be
considered only as a reference. Conversely, the staff in teams 2, 4, 5, 10, and 11 are weakly
disengaged because the scores of multiple factors are less than 4.0; therefore, these scores
mean negative responses.

4.2. Gratitude Count

We retrieved the Thanks App data from the database and counted the gratitude data
for each team (Table 3).

The total sent and received was 4354 during the two-month experiment. The number
of thanks between teams was higher (2939) than within teams (1415).

The team that sent the most thanks was team 6, with 954 sent, followed by team 3,
with 629 sent. In team 6, the number of thanks within a team was less than that between
teams. Conversely, there were more thanks within a team than between teams in team 3.

The team that sent the least gratitude was team 9, with only 23 thanks, followed by
team 13, with only 27 thanks. We believe that the opportunity to send gratitude was too
small because those two teams had two people.

We also calculated the gratitude count per user per team because the number of
members was different for each one. However, we obtained the same results related to the
teams that sent the most and least thanks. Thus, teams 3 and 6 sent thanks most often, and
teams 9 and 13 barely sent thanks at all.
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Table 3. Gratitude data count for each team.

Team No. No. of Users
Gratitude Count Gratitude Count/User

Total Within a Team Between Teams Total Within a Team Between Teams

1 3 366 75 291 122.0 25.0 97.0
2 8 198 74 124 24.8 9.3 15.5
3 6 629 339 290 125.8 67.8 58.0
4 5 103 25 78 20.6 5.0 15.6
5 8 258 76 182 32.3 9.5 22.8
6 6 954 303 651 159.0 50.5 108.5
7 8 375 148 227 46.9 18.5 28.4
8 6 169 36 133 28.2 6.0 22.2
9 2 23 2 21 11.5 1.0 10.5
10 8 215 32 183 26.9 4.0 22.9
11 6 273 87 186 45.5 14.5 31.0
12 11 319 141 178 29.0 12.8 16.2
13 2 27 2 25 13.5 1.0 12.5
14 7 236 67 169 33.7 9.6 24.1
15 2 209 8 201 104.5 4.0 100.5

Total 88 4354 1415 2939 49.5 16.1 33.4

4.3. Gratitude Network

We drew the gratitude networks for each team based on the app’s data in Figure 3. In
all the graphs, the nodes express persons and the edges express more than one thanks.

Figure 3. Gratitude network for each team.

The 15 graphs in Figure 3 are classified into three different structure types: a dense
network type, as in team 3; a sparse network type, as in team 4; an intermediate network
type, as in team 5. To distinguish between network types, we considered the indicators of
these structures.
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Network density was one such indicator. Network density is the ratio of the actual
number of edges to the total number of possible edges. However, network density did not
provide a good representation of sparse network types. The network density for team 4
was 0.60, but the value could not determine a sparse network.

As an extension of network density, we devised a new indicator, the Triangular
Network Density (TND). The following formula defines this indicator:

ρ3 =
∑n

i>j>k dijdjkdki

nC3
, dii = 0, dij = dji, dij ∈ {0, 1}, (1)

where n > 2 is the number of nodes; i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , are the node’s numbers; dij is the status
of an edge between the i-th node and the j-th node. The status of dij is equal to 1 when
the i-th node connects to the j-th node. If these nodes are not connected, the status of dij is
equal to 0. The numerator in the above formula counts the triangular structures of a given
graph. The denominator is the number of combinations in the above formula that count
possible triangular structures of a graph with n nodes. However, this indicator cannot be
defined using the formula when n = 1 and n = 2. Therefore, we identified that the indicator
is equal to 0 if n = 1 because of no edges or if two nodes do not connect in a graph with
two nodes, and equal to 1 if two nodes do connect in an n = 2 graph.

Table 4 shows the TND we computed for each team. Using this indicator, we can
decide the network structure of team 4 as a sparse network because the indicator value is
small (i.e., 0.200). If the dense network type has a density greater than 0.6, we can define
the network structures of teams 1, 3, 6, and 14 as dense network types. When the sparse
network type has a density of less than 0.2, we can define the network structures of teams
2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 as sparse network types.

Table 4. Triangular network density for each team.

Team No. Number of Users Triangular Network Density (TND)

1 3 1.000
2 8 0.036
3 6 1.000
4 5 0.200
5 8 0.321
6 6 0.800
7 8 0.357
8 6 0.100
9 2 0.000
10 8 0.036
11 6 0.171
12 11 0.133
13 2 0.000
14 7 0.629
15 2 1.000

4.4. Correlations between Engagement and Gratitude

To confirm the effect of team status on gratitude activity, we calculated the correlation
between the survey data and the gratitude data. Specifically, we calculated the correlations
between the 10 engagement factors per team and the number of thanks within the team
per user. We did the same calculation between the 10 factors and the number of thanks
between teams per user and between the 10 factors and the TND per team.

Table 5 shows the correlation between the questionnaire data before the experiment
and the gratitude data obtained using the Thanks App for about two months.
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Table 5. Correlations between our 10 engagement factors and the gratitude data from the Thanks App.

Questionnaire (Pre-Survey)
Thanks per Users

in a Team
Thanks per Users
between Teams

Triangular Network Density
(TND)

r p r p r p

Engagement WF 0.16 0.564 0.68 0.005 ** 0.70 0.003 **
LO 0.10 0.731 0.66 0.008 ** 0.69 0.005 **

Colleague TW 0.50 0.058 0.56 0.030 * 0.68 0.005 **
TC 0.54 0.037 * 0.64 0.010 * 0.80 0.000 ***

Supervisor RS 0.19 0.504 0.54 0.036 * 0.68 0.005 **
TS 0.68 0.005 ** 0.60 0.019 * 0.67 0.006 **

System and culture
AF 0.15 0.596 0.21 0.453 0.45 0.094
FE 0.37 0.175 0.31 0.265 0.57 0.027 *
OO 0.64 0.011 * 0.51 0.052 0.68 0.005 **

Behavior RB 0.44 0.105 0.73 0.002 ** 0.81 0.000 ***

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The number of thanks per user within a team had a significant correlation with the TS
factor. The better the relationship between the supervisor and the team members, the more
gratitude exists within the team.

The number of thanks per user between teams had a high correlation with the WF
and LO factors. The former represents work engagement, whereas the latter represents
organizational engagement, consisting of job satisfaction and organizational commitment.
This correlation indicates that teams with higher work engagement and organizational
engagement are more likely to be grateful to other teams.

The TND has a significantly strong correlation with the TC factor. However, this
indicator significantly correlates highly with other factors, including WF, LO, TW, RS, and
TS. This indicates that the better the trust in relationships, especially with colleagues, the
denser the gratitude network becomes.

Two factors, AF and FE, show limited correlation with three indicators based on the
gratitude data. It implies that satisfaction with job characteristics and the evaluation system
is unrelated to appreciation.

The factor OO has a significant correlation with two gratitude indicators in a team. It
means that an open culture contributes to the amount and spread of appreciation within
the team.

The factor RB has a significant correlation with the number of thanks per user be-
tween teams and with the TND. According to the investigation, when we developed the
questionnaire, we confirmed that this factor was significantly correlated with WF. The two
gratitude indicators also significantly correlated with WF. This result led us to assume that
the correlation between the factor and two gratitude indicators derived from the correlation
between the factor and WF.

5. Discussion

Our findings supported our goal of ascertaining the link between engagement factors
and gratitude data via digital devices. Gratitude data correlates with some, but not all, of
the engagement factors.

5.1. Trust in Supervisor and Gratitude Expression

Based on the find-remind-and-bind theory [26], we expect that the higher the amount
of gratitude expressed among team members, the higher the TC will be. However, the
amount of gratitude expressed within the team correlated with TS, not TC. The find-remind-
and-bind theory was developed for one-on-one relationships, such as lovers; therefore,
this does not mean that this theory is wrong. Algoe et al. suggest that another social
function, such as the witness effect, could work in group appreciation, such as in teams
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and groups [1]. The Thanks App may have had a witness effect because it shared the
experience of a colleague or team member obtaining appreciation from others. Notably, the
fact that TS correlated with the amount of gratitude expressed supports the find-remind-
and-bind theory because it satisfies the prerequisite of a one-to-one relationship. Because
there is usually only one leader in a team, the relationship with the leader appears to be a
one-to-one relationship for the members.

If team members dislike or distrust the leader, they may not be willing to express
their appreciation to colleagues because they do not want the leader to see their posts (the
Thanks App automatically publicly displays gratitude expressions to others). Conversely, if
the members like and trust the leader, they will not mind if the leader sees them expressing
their appreciation to their colleagues. In this case, the members would not hesitate to
express gratitude using the Thanks App, so we can expect an increase in the amount of
appreciation expressed. Thus, we believe that the score of the TS is proportional to the
amount of gratitude expressed. Therefore, the trust between a leader and team members is
needed to improve work engagement through appreciation using digital devices. The app
will not be used by team members if such trust does not exist.

In addition, the amount of team gratitude expressed is a similar concept to that of
collective gratitude in Masaki et al.’s study [3], but the relationship between the two is unclear.

5.2. Trust in Colleagues and Gratitude Expression

TC has a strong correlation with a newly defined indicator, TND, which becomes
higher as the ratio of the triangular network increases. TND is higher when each member
expresses gratitude to more team members. Conversely, if each team member expresses
gratitude to only one other team member, the TND will remain low regardless of how
much gratitude is expressed. Therefore, TND represents the extent of the relationship of
expressing gratitude to each other.

If we assume that people always express their gratitude to the members they trust,
we can explain the correlation between TND and TC. For example, consider a team with
11 team members, including yourself. If each member trusted only one other member, the
TC questionnaire would have many “strongly disagree” responses because they do not
trust 90% of the team members. Then, the TC score will be close to the minimum value of
1. In addition, because each member trusts only one person, we assume they will express
gratitude only to that one person. Then, the TND is close to the minimum value of zero
because the triangle network is hardly formed.

Conversely, if a team member trusts all 10 other members, we will have many “strongly
agree” responses to the TC questions because they trust 100% of their team members. There-
fore, the TC score will be close to the highest value of 7. In addition, because they will express
their gratitude to all team members, many triangular networks will be formed, and TND will
approach the maximum value of 1. Thus, we can explain that TND and TC are proportional.

Furthermore, if this assumption is valid, it implies that the TC score includes assessing
how many of the team members are trustworthy.

5.3. Gratitude Network

The results of this study, “the higher the TC, the more complex is the structure of the
gratitude network,” are similar to the social capital (SC) network structure [77]. The SC
theory also explains that the more strongly connected and complex the social network is,
the stronger the trust is within the community. However, the meaning of trust, which was
strongly associated with a gratitude network structure, is different from the trust explained
in SC theory.

In the SC theory, individuals who belong to a community with tightly knit relationships
will behave in ways that do not go against the community’s will for fear of community
sanctions. The community will then form an implicit rule, or norm, to be followed. Because
most community members follow these norms, individuals who belong to the community
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expect other members to do the same. In SC theory, this expectation of adherence to the
community norms is called trust [78].

The expectation of adherence to norms is a concept similar to TW in our OEQ factors;
TC represents emotional connection, such as closeness between members. TND correlates
(r = 0.68) with TW but has a stronger correlation (r = 0.80) with TC. This suggests that the
gratitude network is a network of emotions such as closeness. In contrast, the network
structure of SC theory can be described as a network of rationality, of “adhering to norms.”

This study is the first to capture the network structure of emotions in data.

5.4. Gratitude and Work Engagement

Another surprising result of this study is that the amount of gratitude expressed
between teams correlates with WF and LO. Recently, Komase et al. [52] reported results
that perceived gratitude and work engagement are related. Because our WF is similar to the
concept of work engagement, if we assume the causality that “perceived gratitude results in
expressed gratitude,” then our results would support the study of Komase et al. [52]. How-
ever, our results are different from their study. The results indicate that work engagement
associated inter-team expressions of gratitude, not intra-team expressions.

We now turn to consider the implications of separating appreciation statements within
and between teams. In this experiment, there was no replacement of team members. In
addition, it has been at least six months since team formation. Therefore, we can assume that
they know their team members relatively well and other team’s members know each other
not so well. Under this assumption, relationships between individuals across teams are not
“ongoing relationships,” which is the premise of the find-remind-and-bind theory [26]. In
such relationships, not much appreciation is expressed. Nonetheless, our results show that
teams with higher work engagement express more gratitude to other teams than teams
with lower work engagement. It suggests that work engagement can be a factor in the
development of new relationships between teams.

5.5. Gratitude Study with Digital Devices

This study is the first to provide a new research method using digital devices for
gratitude study. Until now, questionnaires have been the primary measurement method
in studies of gratitude characteristics [5–22]. Intervention methods, such as writing on
paper, such as a thank you letter or expressing thanks verbally, have been used in studies
of gratitude intervention [23–31].

However, with the advancement of information technology, modern human relation-
ships need to consider real and virtual spaces. For example, in Japan, dysfunctional human
relationships on SNS have caused suicides and have become a national problem. Therefore,
future research on appreciation needs to consider intervention methods based on real and
virtual spaces.

Furthermore, with digital communication tools such as e-mail, chat, and SNS, it is
difficult to pick up only gratitude data. Thus, we believe that the use of gratitude-specific
applications such as the Thanks App and the collection of gratitude-specific data will be
necessary for future gratitude studies.

In addition, the results of this study provide the first suggestions on how to transform
digital data of gratitude into psychological information. Converting digital data into
psychological information will be critical in online team management because there is less
visual information and more digital data in such teams.

5.6. Practical Advantages

We believe that there are several practical advantages to using digital devices for this
purpose. The first is the ability to obtain time-series data. Because apps such as the Thanks
App have daily use, they accumulate data over time. It is very different from surveys,
where you can only obtain a snapshot of a particular point in time. In this study, we found
that when we processed the gratitude data, we were able to associate it with trust among
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supervisors and colleagues. Therefore, by constantly analyzing the gratitude data, it is
possible to observe the changing trust among the team over time.

Second, it is easy to implement in real-world organizations. Thank-you cards are used
by many companies seeking an analog gratitude intervention. However, thank-you cards,
while easy to implement, take time to tally. In addition, thank-you cards do not work in
organizations where each individual or team has separate workstations, as was the case
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The use of digital devices solves these problems.

6. Discussion: Digitization, Trust Building, and Open Innovation

The current business environment, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic, poses high
levels of uncertainty. Thus, closed innovation through in-house research and development
is a high-risk option that is based on limited knowledge. Therefore, open innovation is
currently becoming increasingly important because it allows companies to make choices
that are adaptive to changes based on external information.

6.1. Open Innovation Dynamics

Open innovation is defined as “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowl-
edge to accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innova-
tion, respectively” [79].

Schumpeter [80] defined innovation as a new combination of technology and market
or product and society. As a pattern of a new combination, Schumpeter proposed five types,
namely new products, new markets, new processes, new organizations, and new materials.
Simply put, innovation is not an extension of an existing business but a creative destruction
by a business with novelty. Entrepreneurship is key to such creative destruction.

Studies on entrepreneurship mainly focused on the traits or characters of individual
entrepreneurs. However, this concept is now considered a process or dynamics [81]. The
reason underlying this notion is that the success of an entrepreneurial venture, such as a
startup, is related not only to the entrepreneur but also to their interactions with various
groups of people, such as investors, accelerators, and early customers.

In other words, open innovation cannot be represented only by creative people and
creative environments. Open innovation can be represented by the interaction of the people
involved and their evolution over time, including environmental changes. This is the dynamics.

6.2. The Culture for Open Innovation Dynamics

Organizational culture influences intrapreneurship, that is, the entrepreneurship of
the employees of an existing company. Organizational culture refers to the inherent values
and shared assumptions of an organization [82], which are formed by the ideology of
the founders and the common experience of the organization. Organizational culture
influences the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of members through shared norms. If the
organizational culture constantly requires following the norm, then organizational culture
will inhibit the intrapreneurship of the employees. For example, if an individual seeks to
disrupt the norm, then all other members will oppose such an individual. Consequently,
open innovation cannot be achieved.

Therefore, cultural entrepreneurship clearly exists within the organization, indepen-
dent of individual employees. This concept is called organizational entrepreneurship. To
promote open innovation, organizational entrepreneurship should be an organizational
culture that encourages the pursuit of creative ideas and entrepreneurial opportunities.
Frequently, organizational culture is expressed in the form of organizational structures,
systems, procedures, values, philosophies, and credos. With these constructs, the organiza-
tional culture can influence the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of employees [83].

Thus, an organizational culture of organizational entrepreneurship is necessary for
open innovation. In particular, understanding the organizational culture is necessary for
controlling open innovation dynamics [43]. In addition, a culture of open innovation
dynamics should be one in which the thoughts, feelings, and actions of employees encour-
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age “creative destruction.” Recently, Yun et al. [43] devised an interaction model between
entrepreneurship, intrapreneurship, and organizational entrepreneurship as the culture for
open innovation dynamics.

6.3. Trust for Open-Innovation Dynamics

However, a hindrance to organizational entrepreneurship is normative trust as de-
fined by social capital theory, which is, “the expectation that members will act according
to organizational norms,” because organizational entrepreneurship requires a creative
disruption of organizational norms. For example, in an organization where normative trust
is strong, creative destructive behavior is a violation of trust by supervisors and colleagues.
Hence, the reputation of an employee who engages in such behavior will be lowered. As a
result, the employee will not be able to start a business within the company due to lack of
cooperation from others.

Conversely, emotional trust through intimacy is important for organizational en-
trepreneurship. This is because the creative destructive behavior does not violate the
trust of supervisors and colleagues. Hence, employees’ evaluations will not be lowered
by creative destructive behavior. Even if one employee does not follow the norm, other
employees with high levels of emotional trust will become followers who facilitate creative
destruction. Savolainenn and Ikonen [84] proposed a conceptual model of this complex
and dynamic process of emotional trust building.

Therefore, the type of trust in organizational culture plays a decisive role in organiza-
tional entrepreneurship.

In addition, entrepreneurship is a process and is dynamic. Thus, tracking the time
course of emotional trust is crucial. The digitization of gratitude enables the visibility of
non-visible emotional trust as data. We believe that this fact can be useful in forming a
culture of open innovation dynamics.

7. Conclusions

From many studies of the JD-R model, one factor that influences work engagement
is the expectation of support from supervisors and colleagues. Meanwhile, from the find-
remind-and-bind theory, it is known that gratitude strengthens the relationship. Therefore,
we can hypothesize that if we can improve our relationships with our supervisors and
colleagues through gratitude, we can improve our work engagement. We want to improve
employee engagement by expressing gratitude via digital devices.

As a first step, in this study, we confirmed the relationship between gratitude data
using digital devices, such as Thanks App, and responses to an original survey on en-
gagement. Our results demonstrated that gratitude data was associated with the trust of
supervisors and colleagues, which was a factor of engagement and a factor equivalent to
work engagement.

Using these results, if we continue to use the Thanks App, we will be able to check the
trust and engagement of our team without having to conduct surveys. In addition, because
the gratitude data is updated from time to time, it suggests the possibility of understanding
trust and engagement in real-time. Such information has significant implications for the
management of online teams, which will become the norm in the post-COVID-19 era.

In addition, this study provides a new intervention method using digital devices for
gratitude studies. By connecting digital data with assessment data, we provide implica-
tions for how digital devices can measure psychology. However, we cannot guarantee
universality because this study is the first example of these interventions and psychometric
methods. We believe that our study will provide direction for new developments in social
and emotional psychology research.
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8. Limitations

There are five limitations of this study.
First, this study is only one example of the relationship between appreciation and

engagement questionnaires using digital devices. In this study, we chose the Miyake Town
Office for several reasons. However, if the target organization is changed, the results may be
different. Specifically, if we chose a private company organization instead of a government
organization, the results may differ. To make the theory more universal, it will be necessary
to try the same approach in many organizations.

Second, in this study, we do not know the effect of the intervention. The app-based
intervention effect on the engagement factor is unknown because this study consequently
included pre–post questionnaire responses and gratitude data in the analysis. It requires
operational improvements to ensure that the pre- and post-surveys are properly administered.

Third, it is not always possible to obtain the same effect using other apps due to
the functionality, design, and ease of use of the Thanks App in the experiment. For
example, some participants may stop using an app because they do not like its usability.
Thus, there is no guarantee that a study using a different application will yield similar
results. An impractical solution is to design the experiment in a way that the subjects are
constantly monitored.

Fourth, this study relies on the Japanese language. For example, we used “Arigato” as
a word to express gratitude with the Thanks App. Whether we can obtain the same results
in other languages requires an international comparison. However, we are not planning to
do so.

Fifth, the study was unable to confirm the convergent validity for TW, TC, and AF of
the OEQ (see Appendix B). TC is particularly important because it concerns the conclusions
of this paper. Scholars suggested that it measures trust in colleagues instead of trust in
people. Alternatively, a difference exists in that general trust measures trust in strangers,
whereas TC measures trust in familiar people. Therefore, various forms of trust are consid-
ered different. To verify convergent validity, a Japanese scale with a closer concept of trust
is required. However, we were unable to identify such a scale.
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Appendix A. Organizational Engagement Questionnaire

The following questions are about your company, organization, workplace, or job.
Please read the questions carefully and select 7 if you strongly agree with them or 1 if you
strongly disagree with them.

Work Fulfillment
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1. My work inspires me.
2. For me, my work is what motivates me.
3. When I am working, I tend to lose track of time.
4. In the workplace, I am very much alive.

Love for Organization

5. Working for this company or organization is very meaningful to me.
6. I am proud to work for this company or organization.
7. I like working for this company and organization.
8. I am very satisfied to work for this company and organization.

Teamwork

9. In my team, conflicts within the team are resolved by properly discussing each
other’s interests.

10. In my team, team members are working together as one for the team’s achievement.
11. In my team, each member understands their roles, accountabilities, and authorities

and fulfills them.

Trust in Colleagues

12. I feel like I have a connection with my colleagues.
13. My colleagues and I have mutual respect for each other.
14. I feel as close to my colleagues as I do to my friends.

Reliable Supervisors

15. My supervisor has many different perspectives on a single issue.
16. My supervisor takes final responsibility for the work entrusted to the member, even if

the member fails.
17. My supervisor explains the organization’s policies to the members in their own words.
18. My supervisor reports any problems he/she notices to their supervisor.
19. My supervisor is very proactive in introducing new things.

Trust in Supervisors

20. My supervisor and I have a great time working together.
21. My supervisor should be able to take my job’s side against higher level supervisors,

even if they do not know the full extent of the problem.
22. My supervisor should be able to shield me from any threats to my job.
23. I trust my supervisor.

Autonomy and Feedback

24. I can work the way I want to.
25. I know exactly what to expect from the people I work with.
26. I always receive satisfactory information about the purpose of my work.
27. I have enough opportunities to know about the results of my work.
28. I can always find out information about important issues in my organization.
29. I always have access to information about important issues in my organization.
30. The decision-making process in my organization is transparent to me.
31. I can discuss work-related issues with anyone at any time.
32. I can always reflect my own will in the content of my work.

Fairness of Evaluation

33. The decision-making process for my evaluation (salary, promotion, job role, etc.) is
based on accurate and fair information.

34. The decision-making process for my evaluation (salary, promotion, job role, etc.) is
the ethically and morally correct way.

35. The evaluation I obtained (salary, promotion, job role, etc.) is well worth the effort I
put into my work.
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36. The evaluation I obtained (salary, promotion, job role, etc.) is an accurate assessment
of the work I accomplished.

Openness in Organization

37. In my company and organization, there is an atmosphere where it is good to have
honest discussions with colleagues and supervisors.

38. In my company and organization, there is an atmosphere where you can always
behave as yourself.

39. In my company and organization, there is an atmosphere where it is okay to have
different ideas and opinions from others.

40. In my company and organization, there is an atmosphere where people do not mind
if I express to them my intentions straight out.

Recommendation Behavior

41. I have recommended working for this company and organization to anyone outside
the company.

42. I am willing to behave in a way that fits the image of the company or organization.
43. I behave as if I am protecting my company or organization from outside forces.

Appendix B. Reliability and Validity

Since the OEQ is our original questionnaire, although it is based on the existing
instruments, we have to verify the reliability and validity of our measurement variables.
The design of the questionnaire has already been explained in Section 3.3.1. Section 3.3.2
described the measurement variables of the questionnaire and explained the scales from
which each factor is derived.

In this section, we verify the reliability and validity of the 10 factors of the question-
naire. Reliability is the consistency of measurement results. This means that we will obtain
the same measurement results under exactly the same conditions. Validity is the accuracy
of the measurement. It is impossible to prove complete validity, but we need evidence that
we are indeed measuring the target concept.

Appendix B.1. Reliability

Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement. According to Heale and
Twycross [85], homogeneity, stability, and equivalence confirm the reliability of a question-
naire. Homogeneity refers to the fact that all items measure a single concept and is assessed
by internal consistency. Stability is the ability to reproduce the same results under the same
conditions and is assessed via test–retest reliability. Lastly, equivalence refers to the notion
that the results are independent of the performer of the measurement. Equivalence is
based on the evaluation of the questionnaire by multiple experts. This study used internal
consistency and test–retest reliability to verify the reliability of the questionnaire.

Appendix B.1.1. Internal Consistency

The data used to validate internal consistency were the response data of 8403 respon-
dents (males: 4538; mean age: 43.6 years; females: 3865; mean age: 42.9 years) from the
closed survey which we conducted through a survey company in 2019.

Internal consistency was verified using the I–T correlation, split-half test, and Cron-
bach’s alpha coefficient. The I–T correlation refers to the correlation between the sum of
the items that compose a factor and each item, and it takes values between 0.00 and 1.00.
In general, the higher the value, the higher the correlation. The split-half test divides the
questionnaire items that make up a factor in half, produces two sums, and verifies them
using their correlation values, which are subjected to the Spearman–Brown correction. The
reliability score range is from 0.00 to 1.00. In this validation, we did not use the more accu-
rate Kuder-Richardson test with is suggested by Heale and Twycross [85] because it only
supports questions in a yes-or-no format. Thus, Cronbach’s alpha is the most commonly
used test to determine the internal consistency of a scale.
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The reliability score for Cronbach’s alpha ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. Heale and Twycross [85]
suggested that an acceptable reliability score is 0.7 or higher, whereas Mohamand et al. [86]
found that a reliability score of 0.67 or higher is acceptable.

Table A1 displays the results of the factor analysis and the internal consistency. Ex-
ploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to check the unidimensionality of each
factor [87]. Factor items should have a factor loading of 0.5 or higher. We obtained the result
that all items had factor loadings of 0.5 or higher. Thus, the unidimensionality of all the
factors was confirmed. The results of the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) will be used in
the validity test described below. We calculated the I-T correlations, Cronbach’s alpha, and
the split-half scores as the internal consistency. The results indicate that all factors measured
by the OEQ obtained reliability scores of 0.70 or higher. Therefore, we can conclude that the
internal consistency of the factors measured by the OEQ is sufficiently high.

Table A1. Factor analysis and internal consistency of the Organizational Engagement Questionnaire
(n = 8403 via Internet survey in 2019).

Factors Items * M SD
% of

Variance
Loadings

I-T Corr.
Cronbach’s

Alpha
Split-Half
Coeff. **EFA CFA

WF

Q1 3.81 1.480

50.762

0.883 0.853 0.894

0.88 0.88
Q2 4.01 1.501 0.900 0.870 0.902
Q3 3.97 1.485 0.657 0.651 0.784
Q4 3.78 1.472 0.786 0.850 0.850

LO

Q5 4.07 1.512

15.339

0.897 0.898 0.923

0.94 0.94
Q6 3.91 1.535 0.876 0.878 0.913
Q7 4.02 1.532 0.897 0.901 0.923
Q8 4.02 1.549 0.908 0.901 0.929

TW
Q9 4.04 1.350

53.219
0.817 0.835 0.890

0.88 0.89Q10 4.08 1.380 0.886 0.880 0.913
Q11 4.24 1.359 0.830 0.819 0.895

TC
Q12 3.89 1.364

41.260
0.903 0.879 0.920

0.89 0.87Q13 4.07 1.356 0.837 0.874 0.899
Q14 3.92 1.429 0.835 0.817 0.904

RS

Q15 3.98 1.481

14.401

0.880 0.868 0.899

0.93 0.92
Q16 4.03 1.529 0.845 0.877 0.881
Q17 3.97 1.482 0.849 0.836 0.881
Q18 4.04 1.512 0.856 0.860 0.886
Q19 3.88 1.464 0.817 0.800 0.861

TS

Q20 3.91 1.489

18.445

0.840 0.847 0.891

0.93 0.94
Q21 3.88 1.474 0.892 0.888 0.917
Q22 3.87 1.521 0.896 0.893 0.920
Q23 4.02 1.583 0.904 0.904 0.926

AF

Q24 4.12 1.353

127.958

0.746 0.743 0.783

0.94 0.94

Q25 4.10 1.255 0.756 0.753 0.787
Q26 3.83 1.293 0.832 0.842 0.846
Q27 3.98 1.350 0.815 0.814 0.835
Q28 3.73 1.365 0.816 0.805 0.837
Q29 3.73 1.368 0.799 0.785 0.824
Q30 3.71 1.352 0.801 0.819 0.824
Q31 3.99 1.360 0.773 0.780 0.805
Q32 4.02 1.337 0.803 0.793 0.828
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Table A1. Cont.

Factors Items * M SD
% of

Variance
Loadings

I-T Corr.
Cronbach’s

Alpha
Split-Half
Coeff. **EFA CFA

FE

Q33 3.74 1.365

8.492

0.884 0.886 0.913

0.93 0.94
Q34 3.82 1.349 0.864 0.870 0.902
Q35 3.71 1.399 0.872 0.869 0.908
Q36 3.75 1.372 0.894 0.890 0.918

OO

Q37 3.84 1.389

34.016

0.858 0.860 0.893

0.91 0.92
Q38 3.97 1.360 0.839 0.843 0.882
Q39 3.93 1.349 0.855 0.849 0.889
Q40 3.78 1.390 0.821 0.822 0.875

RB
Q41 3.24 1.491

1149.729
0.543 0.667 0.772

0.73 0.75Q42 4.22 1.348 0.762 0.736 0.818
Q43 4.07 1.428 0.781 0.680 0.832

* Refer to Appendix A. ** Reliability coefficients of the split-half method with an alternating summation of the
questionnaire items, corrected by the Spearman–Brown formula.

Appendix B.1.2. Test–Retest Reliability

For test–retest reliability, the validation data used were the results of a closed survey
on 96 respondents (males: 71, mean age: 42.0 years; females: 25, mean age: 41.4 years) in a
technology company conducted in 2018.

In this study, the OEQ was measured four times in one year. For the test–retest
reliability, measurements were conducted multiple times over a certain period to verify the
correlation between the scores at each time point. The higher the correlation coefficient,
the higher the reliability. However, the measurements should be performed on the same
subjects and under similar circumstances.

Heale and Twycross [85] stated that a correlation coefficient of less than 0.3 indicates a
weak correlation, 0.3 to 0.5 indicate a moderate correlation, and 0.5 and higher point to a
strong correlation.

Table A2 presents the results of the test–retest reliability scores. The results indicate
that all eight factors, except for TW and RB, obtained reliability scores of 0.5 and higher. In
other words, this study infers that the test–retest reliability of the eight factors, except for
TW and RB, is sufficiently high.

Table A2. Test–retest reliability of the Organizational Engagement Questionnaire (n = 96 in a technol-
ogy company in 2018).

Waves
1–2

Waves
2–3

Waves
3–4

Waves
1–3

Waves
2–4

Waves
1–4

Work fulfillment (WF) 0.71 0.70 0.65 0.57 0.59 0.63
Love for organization (LO) 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.64 0.69 0.67
Teamwork (TW) 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.55 0.50 0.34
Trust in colleagues (TC) 0.54 0.70 0.72 0.57 0.55 0.55
Reliable supervisor (RS) 0.69 0.79 0.78 0.66 0.69 0.62
Trust in supervisor (TS) 0.71 0.81 0.82 0.69 0.77 0.68
Autonomy and feedback (AF) 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.68 0.75 0.68
Fairness of evaluation (FE) 0.66 0.74 0.73 0.66 0.63 0.65
Openness in organization (OO) 0.74 0.81 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.61
Recommendation behavior (RB) 0.69 0.73 0.35 0.61 0.37 0.44

Note: Wave 1: April 2018; Wave 2: August 2018; Wave 3: December 2018; and Wave 4: March 2019. All correlation
coefficients are significant (p < 0.001).

In addition, the fourth measurement may have been influenced by the change in the
awareness and behavior of employees. Through interviews after the fourth measurement,
we confirmed that a change in attitude and behavior occurred among managers and
employees. Thus, we inferred that TW and RB are sensitive to this change. This reason may
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underlie the small correlation coefficient between the results of the fourth measurement
and the results obtained from the other time points.

Apart from the fourth result, RB exhibited a strong correlation of more than 0.5, which
is considered sufficiently high for test–retest reliability. However, TW displayed moderate
correlation even excluding the fourth result. Therefore, the test–retest reliability of TW is
considered to be relatively low.

Appendix B.2. Validity

The validity of the questionnaire was checked via construct validity. According
to Heale and Twycross [85], construct validity requires the verification of homogeneity,
convergence, and theoretical evidence. Homogeneity refers to internal consistency, which
has been confirmed in the previous section. Convergence refers to convergent validity,
which can be confirmed by the high correlation among similar concepts. Theoretical
evidence ensures that the results of the measurement are consistent with the behavior of
the respondents. In this case, we confirmed theoretical evidence through correlations that
exceed the moderate level for concepts theoretically expected to be related.

Pearson’s correlation was used to evaluate relevance, where correlation coefficients
of less than 0.2, 0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.7, and 0.7 or higher indicate no correlation, weak, moderate,
and strong correlations, respectively.

To collect data for validation, we conducted a survey through a research company and
received responses from 385 respondents (males: 286, mean age: 47.6 years; females: 99,
mean age: 41.1 years).

However, according to a review by Messick [88], these validations are only external
aspects of construct validity. Hence, we also tested the structural aspect of construct
validity using CFA with structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM is a method of testing
the goodness of fit between a predicted theoretical model and measured data. CFA is one of
the special cases of SEM. CFA tests the goodness of fit with a factor structure model, where
the factors are latent variables, and the items are observed variables. If the factor structure
model has many factors, it is assumed that there are correlations between all the factors.

There are many indices to evaluate goodness-of-fit: the goodness-of-fit index (GFI);
the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AFGI); the Normed Fit Index (NFI); the Comparative
Fit Index (CFI); the incremental fit index (IFI); the Root Mean Square Error Approximation
(RMSEA). GFI, AGFI, NFI, CFI, and IFI take values between 0 and 1, with the value closer
to 1 meaning the better the fit. RMSEA is a residual, so the closer it is to 0, the better
the fit. When GFI and AGFI are greater than 0.90, the model is well fitted [89]. CFI, NFI,
IFI, and RMSEA are considered to be a good fit when they satisfy a combination of the
following conditions: CFI > 0.90, NFI > 0.90, RMSEA < 0.08 [90]; CFI > 0.95, NFI > 0.90,
RMSEA < 0.06 [91]; CFI > 0.90, IFI > 0.90, NFI > 0.80, RMSEA < 0.08 [91].

We used the data in Table A1 in our verification using CFA.

Appendix B.2.1. Scales

Table A3 presents a list of Japanese scales used to examine the construct validity of
the OEQ. Out of the 10 factors, seven (i.e., WF, LO, RS, TS, FE, OO, and RB) were derived
from the Japanese versions of the original scales (i.e., UWES-J [44–48], organizational
commitment [92–94], Miyairi’s OC scales [66], LMX-MDM [73,95], OJS-J [75,76], Sekimoto’s
OC scales [67], and OCB [71]) were used. For the three factors, namely, TW, TC, and AF, the
Japanese versions of the original scales were unavailable. As such, we prepared alternative
scales. For TW, we used the Teamwork measure developed by Misawa et al. [96]. For
TC, we used the general trust questionnaire developed by Yamagishi [77] but replaced
“people” with “colleagues.” For AF, we used the feedback and autonomy scales among the
job characteristics scales developed by Ishibashi [97]. In addition, we included intrinsic
motivation [98,99], burnout [100–103], intent to quit [94], and psychological safety [104]
due to their theoretically predicted relevance. Specifically, intrinsic motivation is predicted
to be positively correlated with work engagement [105]. Based on the original definition,
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burnout is expected to be negatively correlated with work engagement [44]. The “intent to
quit” is a commonly used outcome in the JD-R model and has been found to be negatively
correlated with work engagement [53–61]. Psychological safety required for teaming [104]
is expected to be positively correlated with TW and TC, which represent relationships with
team members.

Furthermore, we also adopted several scales from the New Brief Japanese Stress Ques-
tionnaire (New BJSQ) [106], which, similar to the OEQ, was developed with reference to the
JD-R model. Although the New BJSQ contains many scales, we selected those that are theoreti-
cally related to the 10 factors of the OEQ. Moreover, the scales were selected mainly from those
related to job resources because the OEQ excludes scales related to job demands. For example,
“job satisfaction” is a concept included in the LO. Kahn [107] considered “meaningfulness”
as a major component of engagement. “Performance of a duty” is a sense of obligation due
to extrinsic motivation. Thus, it is expected to exhibit a low correlation with WF and LO.
“Collective efficacy,” “workplace social capital,” and “coworker support,” which are measures
related to positive team relationship, are expected to be positively correlated with TW and
TC. Alternatively, “interpersonal conflict” and “role conflict,” which are disincentives for
teaming, may have no correlation or have a negative correlation with TW and TC. “Supervisor
support,” “leadership,” and “interactional justice” may be positively correlated with RS and
TS. Furthermore, “job control,” “participation,” and “role clarity,” which are scales related to
job characteristics, may be positively correlated with AF. “Monetary/status reward,” “esteem
reward,” and “fair personnel evaluation,” which are scales related to reward and evaluation,
are considered to be positively correlated with FE. “Respect for individuals” and “workplace
social capital,” which represent OC, are considered positively correlated with OO. “Workplace
social capital” represents a sense of unity in the workplace and is simultaneously considered
to influence a sense of unity in the team.

Table A3. Valid and reliable Japanese scales for the construct validity test of the Organizational
Engagement Questionnaire.

Scale Description

9-item UWES-J
–Work engagement

The scale has three versions (17-item, 9-item, and 3-item) and was developed by
Schaufeli et al. [44–46] and translated into Japanese by Shimazu [47,48]. This study
used the nine-item version.

Intrinsic motivation

The Japanese five-item scale developed by Horie et al. [98] to capture the process of
gaining satisfaction from activities and being motivated. It takes only the intrinsic
satisfaction items from the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire and aligns them with
Deci’s definition of intrinsic motivation [99].

Organizational Commitment
–Affective commitment
–Continuance commitment
–Normative commitment

A scale used to measure the three-dimensional organizational commitment proposed
by Mayer and Allen [92]. We used the Japanese version of this scale (Nishida [93] and
Aoki [94]). Affective commitment refers to the employee’s affection toward the
organization [93], whereas continuance commitment denotes continual affiliation with
the organization without affection [93]. Lastly, normative commitment refers to the
attitudes of subordinates toward the organization [94].

Japanese Burnout Scale (JBS)
–Personal accomplishment
–Emotional exhaustion
–Depersonalization

This is the most used burnout scale in Japan that used the same construct as the
Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI). The scale was developed by Tao [100], validated by
Kubo [101,102], and compared with MBI by Igawa et al. [103]. This scale displayed
sufficient validity for providers of human services but low validity for other industries.
Initially, work engagement was defined as the opposite concept of burnout.

Intent to quit
This is an outcome measure in the JD-R model that predicts turnover. Many studies
that used the JD-R model demonstrated that this score decreases with improvement in
work engagement. The current study used the Japanese scale of Aoki [94].

Teamwork measure
–Task orientation
–Job directions

It is a teamwork scale developed by Misawa et al. [96] and consists of three factors,
namely team orientation, leadership, and team process. It has a total of 10 sub-factors.
The current study used two factors, namely task orientation and job directions.
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Table A3. Cont.

Scale Description

Psychological safety The scale was developed by Edmondson [104] to measure “the environment in an
organization or group in which one can speak without fear of blame or rejection.”

General trust
–For people
–For colleagues

This scale developed by Yamagishi [77] measures the extent of the trustworthiness of
strangers. We changed the word people to colleagues and used it as a scale to measure
the extent of the trustworthiness of colleagues who are strangers.

Miyairi’s organizational climate
–Trust for one’s immediate superiors

Developed by Miyairi [66], this scale is one of the eight factors of the Organizational
Climate Scale and measures the level of trust of an employee in the judgment, policy,
and issue recognition of an immediate supervisor. This construct expresses trust in a
supervisor’s ability to solve problems, build relationships, and make decisions.
Moreover, this construct is the basis of the RS.

Multidimensional LMX (LMX-MDM)
–Loyalty
–Affect

Developed by Liden [73] and translated into Japanese by Matsuura et al. [95], the scale
consists of four dimensions, namely, affect, professional respect, loyalty, and
contribution. We used affect and loyalty to express emotional trust in supervisors.
This scale forms the basis of the TS.

Job characteristics
–Feedback
–Autonomy

Based on the job characteristic theory of Hackman and Oldham [74], we used the
Japanese scale created by Ishibashi [97]. Feedback measures the chances of knowing
how to proceed with a job, how well it is done, and how good or bad the job is.
Autonomy measures the extent to which one can control work, challenge work, and
change work methods through personal initiatives.

Organizational justice
–Distributive justice
–Procedural justice

The scale was developed by Colquitt [75] and translated into Japanese by
Shibaoka et al. [76]. Organizational justice is composed of four dimensions, namely
procedural, distributive, interpersonal, and informational. The current study used
procedural and distributive justice, which are the bases of FE.

Sekimoto’s organizational climate
–Free and open-mindedness
–Flexibility, creativity, and originality

This seven-dimensional scale was developed by Sekimoto et al. [67] and measures the
organizational climate of Japanese companies. We used the two factors, which were
the bases of OO.

Japanese OCB
–Organizational support behavior

This scale intends to measure the Japanese version of OCB developed by Tanaka [71].
The measurement items differ between the Japanese and the American versions. The
Japanese version measures five items, namely interpersonal assistance, honesty, job
consideration, organizational support behavior, and cleanliness. This study used only
organizational support behaviors on which the RB was based.

New BJSQ
–Job satisfaction
–Meaningfulness of work
–Collective efficacy
–Coworker support
–Supervisor support
–Leadership
–Interactional justice
–Job control
–Participation (procedural justice)
–Monetary/status reward
–Esteem reward
–Fair personnel evaluation
–Respect for individuals
–Workplace social capital
–Interpersonal conflict
–Role clarity
–Performance of duties
–Family support
–Role conflict

Inoue et al. [106] developed the new version of the questionnaire for workplace stress
checks. The old version was developed by the same research group and adopted by
the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare. The new version is an extended
version that introduces the concepts of work engagement and the JD-R model into the
old version. In this survey, we mainly selected and used the scales classified as job
resources and scales related to relationships. “Procedural justice” is a scale in which
the item asks regarding “participation in decision making” and is typically named
“participation.“ Therefore, “procedural justice” was changed to “participation.”
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Appendix B.2.2. Correlations

Table A4 presents the convergent validity and theoretical consistency of the OEQ.
Convergent validity indicates the correlation coefficient with similar concepts. Theoretical
consistency indicates the measures that are theoretically predicted to be relevant and those
that are demonstrated to be relevant with analysis. To determine relevance, a correlation
coefficient of 0.6 or higher was used as a criterion. However, for TC, relevance was
determined when the correlation coefficient was 0.55 or higher. The correlation coefficients
presented in this table were all significant (p < 0.001), except for role conflict, which is
non-significant due to the lack of correlation.

Appendix B.2.3. Convergent Validity

WF, LO, RS, TS, and OO exhibited strong correlations (0.70) with the derived measures,
which confirms convergent validity. LO was confirmed to be convergent, whereas small
correlations were obtained for continuance commitment (0.45) and normative commitment
(0.58) compared with affective commitment. The following text will discuss the remaining
five factors.

The TW constructs of interest resolution, work commitment, and role clarity corre-
spond to the job direction and task orientation of the Teamwork measure and role clarity of
the New BJSQ, respectively. The first two factors have a moderate correlation (0.62) with
TW, which may be considered reasonable. However, the correlation of role clarity is small
(0.44). Thus, TW cannot measure role clarity.

For TC, the correlation coefficient was higher for general trust in colleagues (0.58) than
general trust in people (0.46). This finding suggests that TC represents trust in colleagues.
However, convergence is unlikely because the correlation coefficient is less than 0.6. General
trust includes trust in strangers; however, TC includes only trust in familiar colleagues.
Therefore, the finding suggests that TC has convergent validity.

AF includes various concepts, such as autonomy, feedback, information transparency,
and self-determinism in work. However, information transparency and self-determination
were excluded from the validation because no Japanese scales measured the same concepts.
AF exhibited a relatively small correlation (0.48) with Ishibashi’s autonomy scale [97] and a
moderate correlation (0.56) with the job control scale of the New BJSQ. In addition, it has
a moderate correlation (0.60) with Ishibashi’s feedback scale [97]. Therefore, convergent
validity was suggested because the moderate correlations were obtained with concepts that
represent a component of AF.

FE has a moderate correlation with distributive (0.69) and procedural (0.65) organi-
zational justice, which were expected to be strongly correlated. In particular, distributive
organizational justice can be regarded as a nearly strong correlation. FE also has a moder-
ate correlation (0.66) with the fair personnel evaluation of the New BJSQ. Therefore, we
propose that convergent validity for FE was confirmed.

RB has a moderate correlation (0.54) with organizational support behavior. RB is derived
from organizational support behavior; however, organizational support behavior poses other
measurement items apart from RB, such as “to play a role in work, you also sacrifice your
family” and “read the company newsletter and bulletins frequently to know the latest situation
in the company.” These items do not necessarily reflect the behaviors of strongly engaged
people. Alternatively, RB is strongly correlated to WF (0.70) and LO (0.78). Therefore, RB is
valid as an engagement behavior instead of an organizational support behavior.

In conclusion, convergent validity was confirmed for WF, LO, RS, TS, FE, OO, and RB,
whereas convergent validity was suggested for TW, TC, and AF.
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Table A4. Convergent validity of the Organizational Engagement Questionnaire. Values following
the scale names are significant Pearson’s correlation coefficients with p < 0.001, except for role conflict
(n = 385 workers; males: 286, mean age 47.6 years; females: 99, mean age 41.1 years).

Convergent Validity Theoretical Consistency

WF UWES-9-J/Work engagement (0.80)

Intrinsic motivation (0.71)
JBS/personal accomplishment (0.70)
Affective commitment (0.63)
New BJSQ/meaningfulness of work (0.52)
New BJSQ/performance of a duty (0.29)
Intent to quit (−0.34)
JBS/depersonalization (−0.38)
JBS/emotional exhaustion (−0.33)

LO

Affective commitment (0.77)
Continuance commitment (0.45)
Normative commitment (0.58)
New BJSQ/Job satisfaction (0.64)

UWES-9-J/work engagement (0.73)
Intrinsic motivation (0.73)
JBS/personal accomplishment (0.64)
New BJSQ/meaningfulness of work (0.59)
New BJSQ/performance of duties (0.34)
Intent to quit (−0.46)
JBS/depersonalization (−0.47)
JBS/emotional exhaustion (−0.40)

TW
Teamwork/task orientation (0.62)
Teamwork/job direction (0.62)
New BJSQ/role clarity (0.44)

Psychological safety (0.61)
New BJSQ/collective efficacy (0.63)
New BJSQ/workplace social capital (0.60)
New BJSQ/coworker support (0.51)
New BJSQ/interpersonal conflict (−0.38)
New BJSQ/role conflict (−0.01)

TC General trust for people (0.46)
General trust for colleague (0.58)

Psychological safety (0.59)
New BJSQ/collective efficacy (0.58)
New BJSQ/coworker support (0.57)
New BJSQ/workplace social capital (0.56)
New BJSQ/interpersonal conflict (−0.31)
New BJSQ/role conflict (−0.02)

RS
Trust in one’s immediate superiors (0.76)
LMX-MDM/Loyalty (0.70)
LMX-MDM/Affect (0.69)

New BJSQ/supervisor support (0.65)
New BJSQ/leadership (0.62)
New BJSQ/interactional justice (0.62)

TS
LMX-MDM/Affect (0.71)
LMX-MDM/Loyalty (0.69)
Trust in one’s immediate superiors (0.68)

New BJSQ/supervisor support (0.67)
New BJSQ/interactional justice (0.61)
New BJSQ/leadership (0.59)

AF
Feedback (0.60)
Autonomy (0.48)
New BJSQ/Job control (0.56)

Free and open-minded (0.65)
Teamwork/task orientation (0.61)
New BJSQ/respect for individuals (0.63)
New BJSQ/collective efficacy (0.61)
New BJSQ/participation (0.60)
New BJSQ/role clarity (0.50)

FE

Distributive organizational justice (0.69)
Procedural organizational justice (0.65)
New BJSQ/Fair personnel evaluation
(0.66)

New BJSQ/monetary/status reward (0.71)
New BJSQ/Esteem reward (0.69)
Free and open-minded (0.66)
Affective commitment (0.65)
New BJSQ/leadership (0.61)
New BJSQ/workplace social capital (0.61)
New BJSQ/participation (0.61)

OO Free and open-minded (0.74)
Flexibility, creativity, and originality (0.66)

New BJSQ/respect for individuals (0.71)
New BJSQ/workplace social capital (0.68)
Affective commitment (0.66)
New BJSQ/esteem reward (0.66)
New BJSQ/participation (0.64)
New BJSQ/fair personnel evaluation (0.64)

RB
Organizational support behavior (0.54)
Work fulfillment (0.70)
Love for the organization (0.78)

UWES-9-J/work engagement (0.64)
Affective commitment (0.64)
Intrinsic motivation (0.63)
JBS/Personal accomplishment (0.59)
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Appendix B.2.4. Theoretical Consistency

WF was theoretically expected to exhibit a positive correlation with intrinsic motiva-
tion (0.71), personal accomplishment (0.70) as a reverse measure of burnout, and affective
commitment (0.63). Conversely, it is also theoretically consistent that WF has a negative
correlation with two measures of burnout, namely depersonalization (−0.38), emotional
exhaustion (−0.33), and intent to quit (−0.34). Finally, WF only had a low correlation (0.29)
with performance of duties based on extrinsic motivation, which confirms its discriminant
validity. Therefore, this finding confirmed the theoretical consistency of WF.

Because LO is strongly correlated with WF (0.78), it should theoretically exhibit the
same trend as WF. In other words, LO is positively correlated with work engagement (0.73),
intrinsic motivation (0.73), and personal accomplishment (0.64). Conversely, LO is negatively
correlated with depersonalization (−0.47), emotional exhaustion (−0.40), and intent to quit
(−0.46). LO demonstrates only a low correlation (0.34) with performance of duties. Thus,
we obtained the expected results and confirmed the theoretical consistency of LO.

The moderate correlations of TW and TC with psychological safety, collective efficacy,
and workplace social capital are consistent with theoretical predictions. Coworker support,
which represents the expectation of help from coworkers, has a higher correlation with
TC than with TW. When the TC of emotional trust is high, people expect help from
coworkers, whereas when the TC of normative trust is high, people intend to solve problems
independently. Therefore, coworker support is strongly linked to TW and less to TC.
Interpersonal conflict and role conflict are considered disincentives for teaming. Thus,
their negative correlation with TW and TC is theoretically consistent. Therefore, this study
confirmed the theoretical consistency of TW and TC.

The fact that RS and TS are moderately correlated with the scales for supervisor
support, leadership, and interactional justice is consistent with the theoretical prediction.
Supervisor support represents the expectation of support from supervisors; leadership
denotes encouragement from supervisors; interactional justice refers to the impartial atti-
tude of supervisors. For example, if a supervisor is unfair, then employees may become
increasingly distrustful, and RS (ability trust) and TS (emotional trust) will also decrease.
Thus, the theoretical consistency of RS and TS was confirmed.

One of the questions in the AF is transparency of decision making. Therefore, the
moderate correlation (0.60) of AF to participation, that is participation in decision making,
is theoretically consistent. Clarity of job purpose is one of the questions in the AF. Thus,
we expected it to be related to role clarity. In fact, AF displayed a moderate correlation
(0.50) with role clarity. However, this result is not as strong as those of the other scales.
The low correlation may be due to the difference between clarity of purpose and role
clarity. Although not theoretically predicted, AF was correlated with free and open-minded
(0.65), respect for individuals (0.63), task orientation (0.61), and collective efficacy (0.61)
by more than 0.60. The first three factors are related to information transparency of AF.
Organizations with an open-minded culture are more likely to disclose information to
employees and refrain from disparaging their individuality. In addition, task orientation
involves the transfer of skills among team members, which plays a part in information
transparency. The last one can be explained by feedback items for AF. Knowledge of
workmanship through work feedback increases a team’s sense of efficacy. Therefore, the
study confirmed the theoretical consistency of AF because it is logically explainable.

Compensation is determined by evaluation in companies. Thus, a strong correlation
between FE, which represents evaluation, and measures of compensation is theoretically
easy to predict. In fact, FE displayed high correlations with monetary/status reward (0.71)
and esteem reward (0.69). Alternatively, the more that information is disclosed and the
more good communication there is with supervisors, the more that employees believe
in fair evaluation based on accurate information. Thus, FE, which represents fairness of
evaluation, has a moderate correlation with free and open-minded (0.69), which represents
an open-minded organization; leadership (0.61), which represents communication with
superiors; participation (0.61), which represents participation in decision making. In
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addition, the more that employees like the organization, the more likely they are to blindly
believe in the fairness of the evaluation. Thus, FE is considered correlated (0.65) to affective
commitment. The study, therefore, confirmed the theoretical consistency of FE because it is
logically explainable.

An open organization, as represented by OO, is an organization that divulges infor-
mation. For example, allowing all employees to participate in decision making increases
participation (0.64). In addition, if information is disclosed, then employees will naturally
give fair evaluations, which will increase fair personnel evaluation (0.64). The work of other
employees will also be disclosed, and employees will naturally receive esteem rewards
(0.66), such as appreciation. As a result, an atmosphere of togetherness and respect among
individuals would be fostered in the workplace. Therefore, the correlations of OO to re-
spect for individuals (0.71) and workplace social capital (0.68) are theoretically predictable.
Finally, the moderate correlation of OO (0.66) with affective commitment is explainable
because employees prefer such an open organization. Therefore, the study confirmed the
theoretical consistency of OO because it is logically explainable.

Based on the convergent validity testing, RB measures behaviors specific to engaged
employees. Hence, assuming that RB is correlated with measures related to WF and LO is
easy. In fact, RB has moderate correlations with work engagement (0.64), affective commit-
ment (0.64), intrinsic motivation (0.63), and personal accomplishment (0.59). Therefore, the
study confirmed the theoretical consistency of RB.

In summary, all factors of the OEQ were consistent with theoretical predictions or
could be explained theoretically.

Appendix B.2.5. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Figure A1 shows the results of CFA for the 10-factor model of OEQ. The standardized
coefficients in Figure A1 have already been shown in Table A1 as the factor loadings of CFA.
The goodness of fit between the factor structure model and the OEQ measurement data was
χ2/Df = 15.607 (p < 0.001), GFI = 0.924, AGFI = 0.912, CFI = 0.964, NFI = 0.962, IFI = 0.964,
and RMSEA = 0.042. This result satisfies the conditions of GFI > 0.90, AGFI > 0.90, CFI > 0.95,
NFI > 0.90, IFI > 0.90, and RMSEA < 0.06, so the factor structure model is a good fit.

Appendix B.2.6. Construct Validity

The homogeneity of each OEQ factor was confirmed by testing for internal consistency.
Convergent validity was confirmed for WF, LO, RS, TS, FE, OO, and RB and suggested
for TW, TC, and AF. Theoretical consistency was examined as an alternative to theoretical
evidence, and theoretical consistency was confirmed for all factors of the OEQ. The results
of the CFA indicated that the factor structure model fit the OEQ measurement data well.
Therefore, we believe that we have confirmed the construct validity of the questionnaire.
However, other measures may be used for several factors to increase the accuracy of
convergent validity.
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Figure A1. Standardized coefficients for the 10-factor model for OEQ based on CFA through the
software package sem 3.1-9 for R 3.4.1. χ2/Df = 15.607 (p < 0.001), GFI = 0.924, AGFI = 0.912,
CFI = 0.964, NFI = 0.962, IFI = 0.964, and RMSEA = 0.042.
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